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Introduction Emission regulations are constantly putting

pressure on the vehicle industry, forcing the development

and research to put lots of effort and time into reducing the

emissions released by the vehicles. The users of the vehicles

however, might have higher interest in the fuel consump-

tion than the amount of released emissions. To cope with

the emission regulations today, variable geometry turbine

and exhaust gas recirculation are implemented, to be able

to both control the power consumed by the turbine, and the

amount of exhaust gas being recirculated. The electric tur-

bocharger might be one more key component when trying

to reduce both the emissions released from the vehicle, and

the fuel consumption.

Investigated System

Why The project aim is to investigate the possible benefits

with electrified turbocharger. Study the system containing

electric turbocharger, and possibly other electric machines,

which might be needed to extract the needed amount of

electric energy.

What The turbocharger uses power from the exhaust gasses

to compress air into the intake manifold. By introducing an

electric machine on the turbocharger shaft, the intake man-

ifold pressure can be increased even when there is no power

available in the exhaust gasses. The outcome of the project

is deeper knowledge and understanding of the system con-

taining an electric turbocharger.

How By using high fidelity simulation models and closed

loop control strategies (TruckBenchmark, containing LiU

Diesel engine model), the system behavior is analyzed [1].

Status An optimal control ready model of a diesel engine

is developed [2].

Next Step The continuously differentiable model will be

used in situations where optimal control of the electric tur-

bocharger machine is of interest, for example during gear

changes or during transients. The future vision is to develop

control strategies, based on the optimal control results, and

implement these to evaluate the real time performance of

such controller.

Truck engine picture is fromScania imagebank, https://www.scania.com/group/en/image-

bank/, license http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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